"To relate to something I don't want to relate to, the places I hide they are tiny, some corners in my mind, a sit under a specific tree, some music, some drunken moments of insight. But none of those places are safe. The shit catches up..."

---

- Dear Mediation,

I do understand that the writer are living/functioning according to the time speed of "prototype o'clock." Nevertheless, I do not grasp all the technical aspects of the seemingly ingenious device. Can you elaborate a bit, please?

- OK, I will try to clarify my best.

As you hopefully did understand that the images of the "o'clock" do not feature in the original stories. We, the makers of this illustrated edition, did our best to visualise author's scarce suggestions. And our images did
evolve from the narrative actions. It are the screenshots, grabs, of the digital, active, adjustable mechanism.

Here I will from my deepest shallow abilities to understand do not be very optimistic, please, concerning clarity and simplicity of explanation.

... ONE:
for the total beginners.

- one can start with the mid
Slowdown of the conservative time speed (represented by 100%). On 87%, you will tend to constantly compare the two, but also getting the grasp of how the algorithm reflects itself on the tangible actions: sleep, drink, eat, fuck, etc. You can, as you get more comfortable with the concept, increase the slowdown.

TWO:
fairly advanced

Time speed 33%
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Does it vary from person to person? Not everyone is comfortable. Is it possible to experience?

THREE
not recommended...

33% of the time speed is the prototype. Using the most important, comfortable state of being, a dense activity is very intense. After a short and intense feeling, you start feeling very bored. Then you are zoned in every physical action. 

(8)
As it tends to be self-destructive: anxiety that pours through your ears, nose, and all imaginable holes of your miserable body and mind. As the example we use 125% time speed illustration, but the shit starts creeping rapidly up on any point if you climb from 100%. But lets be honest, don’t you feel totally fucked up on the classical time speed already?

In our digital device maximum available time speed is 200%. Do not try it!!!
Even by gradual approach, saying, if you had any brain to start with, it, your brain, will get deep fried sunny side up during the very speed increase, that by the moment you experience the full 200% blast, even your mother will call you my dearest quantum zombie.
Never tried it.

- Dear author.
  How would you call your use of language? Exophonic?
- What? said the Author.
  More xenophonic, I would comment.
- Xenophonic?
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